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TEAM I
NATE MALLARD--STUDENTS VOTING ABSENTEE?
MCKENZIE BRODNICK--WHY MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS VOTING
WHITNEY HOSKINS--POLITICAL BICKERING
CAROLINE MILLARD-- ISSUES IMPORTANT TO STUDENTS
RACHEL REID—WOMEN’S VIEWS ABOUT CLINTON AS 1ST WOMAN PRESIDENT

TEAM II
DARA GRUSKIN-PARENTS POLITICS AFFECT STUDENTS?
MAX BRANDON--BULLY PULPIT AFFECT STUDENT VOTING
MEG BROWN--BEST QUALIFIED CANDIDATE?
NATE NEWBERRY-- CONTROVERSIAL MORE-- BLACK OR FEMALE PREZ?

TEAM III
ERIC NYQUIST--RACE/GENDER INFLUENCE?
JOELLE HEAD--CANDIDATE POPULARITY
BECCA WOOLARD-- STUDENT VOTER TURNOUT
LISA JOHNSTON--- FACEBOOK’S INFLUENCE?

TEAM IV
KONSTANTIN VENGEROWSKY--PARTY LOYALTY?
EMILY RANDISI--BULLY PULPIT INFLUENCE?
AMANDA GRAY-- STUDENT VOTER TURNOUT? SC'S INFLUENCE IN GEN. ELECTION
STACEY TOKARCZYK—BUSH’S LEGACY
MORGAN SMOAK—INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS THOUGHTS--NEXT U.S. PRESIDENT

STILL NEED TOPICS:  JOSH RAMSEY